Blade Alignment to the Table

1. Remove the table insert and set it aside.

2. Using a combination square, set the edge of the square so it is parallel with the miter slot on the right side of the table. Extend the ruler out until it touches a tooth at the front of the blade. Mark that tooth with a felt top permanent marker.

3. Slide the combination square along the miter slot towards the back of the blade (DO NOT LOOSEN THE RULER ON THE SQUARE). Rotate the blade towards the back of saw making sure to use the marked tooth to align with the ruler.

4. If your blade is out of alignment, determine which direction the blade needs to rotate. Once determined, locate the adjustment bolt down and to the left of the blade inside the table insert opening. Loosen the arbor nut and slide the blade over to allow room for a 4mm allen wrench to be able to adjust the bolt. Rotate the bolt clockwise to move the blade right and counter-clockwise to move the blade left. Once adjusted, tighten the blade down.

5. Once the blade is tightened, repeat steps 2 and 3. If the teeth are now aligned on the front and back of the blade, you are done. If the blade is still out of alignment, repeat steps 4 and 5.